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And before you ask:  
Yes, it can detect hotdogs!



Prototype demo of the “Shazaam for food” app by Jian Yang

Silicon Valley: Season 4 Episode 4: Not Hotdog (HBO)



Silicon Valley: Season 4 Episode 4: Not Hotdog (HBO)



DeepLens with object detection demo at our topsoft 2018 booth



What is inside the DeepLens?

Actually it’s a computer running Ubuntu Linux, with a HD Camera on top of it!

Hardware Specifications:

- CPU:  Intel Atom X5 Processor
- Memory:  8 GB RAM
- OS:  Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
- Storage:  16 GB
- Graphics: Intel Gen9
- Camera:  4 Megapixel, 1080p
- WiFi
- Micro HDMI to attach a screen *
- Micro SD card reader
- 2D array microphone and audio out

* If you order a DeepLens, also order a
Micro HDMI adapter!



What is inside the DeepLens?

Hardware

CPU:

- Faster than the Raspberry Pi, 
and runs 64bit :)

GPU: 

- 106 GFLOPS GPU can run pre-trained models   
(but don’t expect Nvidia Tesla superpowers for just 249 bucks!)
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DeepLens

The real advantage is not just in the hardware, but in the AWS integrated toolchain!

- AWS provides a complete seamless solution from creating & training machine learning 
models to deployment to endpoint devices!

- Comes with ready to deploy sample projects, even for complete n00b beginners.

- Supports deep learning models trained using the Apache MXNet (incl. support for 
Gluon API), TensorFlow, and Caffe frameworks.

- All this will save you a lot of time and helps you getting started with deep learning!



Deep Learning Models

Training Execution

GPU arrays in the cloud CPU or GPU on edge devices
or endpoints in the AWS cloud



DeepLens   vs.   Not-DeepLens





RoboCar Rally 
AWS re:Invent Nov. 2017

Autonomous self driving R/C-Car

- Raspberry Pi with camera
- RC-Car
- Steering and throttle controlled by AI

ML model size is just ~2MB 

TensorFlow and Keras
ML training in the AWS cloud

Total costs: ~ CHF 300



Manual driving to collect 
data for ML training

The more laps you drive, 
the better..

Both the raspi and the 
DeepLens are not 
powerful enough to 
perform the ML training.

→ upload to AWS Cloud



AWS EC2 P3 Instance
NVIDIA Tesla V100

You can launch an p3.2xlarge EC2 instance starting at ~$3 per hour!

For the “DonkeyCar”, you had to manually launch the EC2, upload data, ssh into it, 
start the ML scripts etc..  With DeepLens and SageMaker, all this can be automated!





And finally, the ML model (~ 2MB) can be copied from the EC2 to the raspberry and the 
car is able to drive autonomously!

Building instructions:





The self driving “DonkeyCar” project required lots of manual time 
consuming tasks to deploy the solution incl. SSH console access 
from the EC2 in the cloud to the edge device.

The DeepLens can be operated from the AWS Web-Console, 
without getting your hands dirty!

● Select a sample project and deploy using a single click!
● Create and deploy your own project using SageMaker



The DeepLens is not just a camera, it’s an IoT Device

Runs AWS Greengrass for local Lamba functions, IoT Hub connection etc.



DeepLens Web Console

Log in to aws.amazon.com



Manage

- Projects
- Devices
- Models



Preconfigured Project Templates

Select one of the samples, create your own project, or import other cool community projects



Preconfigured Sample Project: Object detection

Pre-trained MXNet model to detect 20 popular objects

Aeroplane, bicycle, bird, boat, bottle, bus, car, cat, chair, cow, dinning table, dog, horse, motorbike, 
person, pottedplant, sheep, sofa, train, tvmonitor

- Creates a python Lambda function “deeplens-object-detection”
- Creates two administrative Lambda functions for deployment to Greengrass
- Adds the pretrained model to your list of available ML models

One-Click deployment to 
the DeepLens:



Video output:

https://127.0.0.1:4000 
 
Local or remote.
Requires browser client cert!

https://127.0.0.1:4000/


List of Labels to detect

Init MQTT client

Local video display

Load model from path
into GPU

For each video frame..

Parse video frame using 
the model

Anatomy of the python Lambda function
..running on the DeepLens



For each detected object in 
current video frame..

Draw a rectangle around 
the detected object

And add the label text

Add label to list of detected 
items

Send item list to the cloud

Anatomy of the python Lambda function (continued)



When you’re done playing with the sample projects..

.. create your own project using AWS SageMaker



Create your own project using
AWS SageMaker

A fully managed end-to-end machine learning service that enables data scientists, developers, 
and machine learning experts to quickly build, train, and host machine learning models at scale.



Build Train Deploy

- Preconfigured jupyter 
notebooks for common use 
cases

- Lots of built-in algorithms and 
sample notebooks available

- Training job launches Px 
GPU deep-learning EC2 
instances

- Supports autoscaling

- Hyperparameter tuning

- Deploy generated model 

e.g.to greengrass edge 
devices for local inference

Machine Learning Workflow using SageMaker

ML.T2 EC2 for jupyter ML.P2 / P3 EC2 for GPU Edge device CPU or GPU



AWS SageMaker Console



SageMaker notebook instance is an EC2 VM running a jupyter notebook
for “live code editing”

EC2 instance with machine learning 
libraries, but no expensive GPUs 
required for jupyter..

SageMaker will later launch 
separate EC2s for GPU training.



Lots of sample notebooks available!



Python code to.. 

- pull image data from S3
- parse classification data
- resize/optimize images 
for ML training
- set training parameters
- etc.. 

And finally launch the GPU 
training job instance(s)

(see next slide..)



And finally launch the 
GPU training job 
instance(s)





Dedicated “GPU powered” instance(s) launched for training



Import generated model into 
DeepLens



Create a new custom project

- Select the model
- Select or create a lambda function

Save and deploy!



After successful deployment, the “camera status” 
LED should turn blue!



Troubleshooting

- Logs can be found in CloudWatch or on the local device:

/opt/awscam/greengrass/ggc/var/log/user/your_region/your_account_id/your_lambda.log
/opt/awscam/greengrass/ggc/var/log/system/python_runtime.log
/opt/awscam/greengrass/ggc/deployment/lambda/...

- Check services:

$ sudo service greengrassd status | restart
$ sudo service videoserver status

- Local lambda python debuggery

Instead of deploying dozens of trial&error attempts from the cloud, you can also edit the python lambda 
function on the local device, restart greengrassd, and once you found the bug, fix the code in the cloud 
and re-deploy. 



And finally.. Don’t just pull the plug

Properly shut down the camera!

● Either using the shutdown function on the ubuntu desktop
● Or remotely via SSH: sudo poweroff

The R/W mounted file system will be thankful :)



DeepLens Summary

● Great integration into AWS cloud
● Easy build / train / deploy workflow
● Lots of samples included
● Comfortable logging to CloudWatch
● Will save you a lot of time to get started with deep learning



Thanks for attending this AWSome Day session

richard.schmid @ webgate.biz
blog.webgate.biz

Join the AWS Swiss User Group on meetup.com
for more AWS technical sessions,

or follow our blog!
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